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ABSTRACT 
Relevance-based xplanation is a scheme in which partial assignments to Bayes 
network variables are explanations (abductive conclusions). We allow variables to 
remain unassigned in explanations as long as they are irrelevant o the explanation, 
where irrelevance is defined in terms of statistical independence. Equating irrelevance 
with exact independence leads to problems when events are almost statistically indepen- 
dent (but still intuitively irrelevant). Approximate independence alleviates the problem. 
Interesting properties of approximate independence are discussed, as well as an al- 
gorithm based on these properties. Another issue is multiple-valued variables: their 
existence in the system, especially when subsets of values correspond to natural types of 
events, causes the overspecification problem to resurface. Generalizing the notion of 
assignments o allow disjunctive assignments i  a solution to this problem. We define 
generalized independence-based explanations as maximum-posterior-probability inde- 
pendence-based generalized assignments (GIB MAPs). GIB assignments are shown to 
have certain properties that ease the design of algorithms for computing GIB MAPs. 
One such algorithm is discussed here, as well as suggestions for how other algorithms 
may be adapted to compute GIB MAPs. Additionalty, both approximate independence 
and GIB explanations are useful constructs for algorithms that approximate marginal 
distributions by enumeration of high-probability explanations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Explanation, finding causes for observed facts (or evidence), is fre- 
quently encountered within artificial intelligence. Research and appli- 
cations exist in natural-language understanding [11, 1, 27], automated 
medical diagnosis [5, 20, 15], vision and image processing [8, 7], finding 
commonsense explanations, and other fields [21]. In general, finding an 
explanation is characterized as follows: Given world knowledge in the form 
of (casual) rules, and observed facts (a formula), determine what needs to 
be assumed in order to predict the evidence. 1 The assumption(s) and the 
causal chain(s) leading from them to the observations constitute the 
explanation. Thus, just enumerating the possible explanations for each 
possible observation is unreasonable, as there might be an exponential 
number of them: an appreciable fraction of number of subsets of events 
would make candidate xplanations. Nevertheless, it is reasonable that the 
immediate causes of each event be enumerated in the system, in the form 
of causal rules. 
Among all candidate xplanations, one would like to find an explanation 
that is "optimal" in some sense. Systems that perform explanation tasks 
need to provide criteria for optimality. In related papers [24, 22, 23], we 
have argued that predictiveness (the power of predicting the observed 
facts), plausibility, and relevance are important criteria. We assume a 
framework that has causality as a primitive notion, and uses probabilities 
as the uncertainty formalism. World knowledge in this framework can be 
represented in the form of Bayesian belief networks. Random variables in 
the network (also referred to as nodes throughout) are assumed to 
represent the occurrence of real-world events. For simplicity, we assume 
that the nodes are discrete random variables. Evidence is an assignment of 
values to some of the nodes in the network, while an explanation is 
another such assignment that obeys the plausibility, predictiveness, and 
relevance criteria. Note that an assignment here is treated as a sample- 
space event, and as such has a probability. For example, if we have a 
random variable die-throw, then the assignment die-throw = 3 is the event 
where the the die turns up with a 3, and has a probability of 1 ~, assuming a
fair six-sided ie. 
With the above assumptions, optimizing the product of plausibility (prior 
probability of the explanation, in a probabilistic setting) and predictiveness 
1Thus, by "explanation" we mean "abduction", "abductive reasoning", or "diagnosis", and 
"an explanation" is "abductive conclusions". We do not intend to imply that such explana- 
tions are for human consumption. 
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(probability of the evidence given the explanation) means maximizing the 
posterior probability of the explanation (or assignment). If we ignore 
relevance, then just finding the MAP (maximum aposteriori) assignment to 
the network seems to be reasonable. The necessity for relevance was 
shown by example in [13], by noting that assigning values to irrelevant 
variables leads to anomalous abductive conclusions. It was suggested that 
only nodes that are ancestors of some evidence node ("evidentially sup- 
ported") be assigned. 
In [24, 22, 23, 25], we presented a variant of Pearl's example, the 
vacation plan problem (which we review a few paragraphs ahead), and 
called that form of anomaly the "overspecification problem". We noted 
that the evidential support criterion still considered too many nodes as 
relevant. We then defined explanations as partial MAPs, i.e. assignments 
of maximum probability where irrelevant nodes are left unassigned. The 
evidence nodes are always considered to be relevant. Nodes are considered 
irrelevant if they are not ancestors of some evidence node (evidentially 
supported), or if a certain statistical independence riterion holds for all of 
their relevant descendants [the independence-based (IB) condition]: 
DEFINITION 1.1 The IB condition holds at node v w.r.t, an assignment 5a¢ 
iff v is independent of the ancestors of v that are not assigned by d ,  given 
the values assigned by sg to (the rest of)  the ancestors. 
By using statistical independence in this way to define irrelevance, the 
overspecification problem was partially alleviated 2.We called this scheme 
IB-MAP explanation. 
For example, consider the vacation-plan problem, depicted in Bayesian 
network form in Figure 1. We have an elderly neighbor who intended to go 
on a hiking-trip vacation, to one of 100 possible locations (each equally 
likely, in the example). He also went for some medical tests beforehand, 
which affect his decision of whether to stay at home or go hiking. Suppose 
that we go away for a while, and later on, find that our neighbor is still 
alive (having no other evidence as to the results of the tests, or whether he 
went away on vacation). Assume that our world knowledge is represented 
in the belief network of Figure 1, with the vacation location node being a 
101-valued node: a value for each location, plus one for staying at home. 
We need to explain the evidence (fact) "Alive". The (counterintuitive) 
2 The idea of using independence (inBayesian belief networks) of a particular assignment to a 
set of variables (rather than all assignments o the variables) is similar to that of Bayes 
multinets [9]. 
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P(Stay homelnot Healthy) = 0.8 
P(Stay homelHealthy) = 0.1 
lthy, Any location) = 0.99 
Figure 1. Belief network for the vacation-plan problem. 
MAP explanation is that our neighbor was not healthy, therefore he stayed 
at home, and as a result of both of these events he is still alive (probability 
0.2 x 0.9 x 0.8 = 0.144). That is because the probability of his going to 
any particular location is low, and hence the total probability of any 
explanation involving a vacation location is low (0.8 x 0.009 x 0.99-- 
0.007). This anomalous behavior esults from having to assign some value 
to the (irrelevant) vacation location. However, in this example, the proba- 
bility of "Alive" given "Healthy" is independent of the vacation location. 
The IB-MAP scheme thus finds the desired "Healthy" as the explanation, 
correctly judging the vacation location to be irrelevant. 
Several problems remain in the IB-MAP scheme: "almost" independent 
variables which are still (intuitively) irrelevant, and incapability of provid- 
ing disjunctive xplanations, even when the representation is favorable. An 
elaboration of these two deficiencies follows. 
The problem with "almost" independent variables is that in many cases 
we should judge them to be irrelevant o the explanation, whereas in an 
IB-MAP explanation they would be assigned, to the detriment of the 
explanation. A slight modification of the conditional probabilities, as 
shown in Figure 2, causes problems in the IB-MAP scheme. Suppose that 
some particular hiking site (Mount-Washington-trip) is more strenuous 
than others, and thus slightly more hazardous. The intuitively correct 
explanation is still "Healthy", because the posterior probability of that 
given the evidence has not changed by much, and there is no explanation 
close to it in posterior probability. Additionally, the fact that Mr. Smith is 
almost sure to survive any of the trips (with almost equal probability, that 
is, the statistical dependence is very slight) should lead us to neglect his 
difference, and judge the vacation location to be irrelevant o being alive 
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) =0.8 
P(stay at homelnot Healthy) = 0.8 
P(stay at homelHealthy) = 0.1 
lthy, Mount-Washington-trip) = 0.98 
{ .. ~ P(AlivelHealthy, Stay home) = 0.99 
[ alive ] P(AlivelHealthy, Other location) = 0.99 
J P(Alivelnot Healthy, Stay home) = 0.9 
P(Alivelnot Healthy, Other location) = 0.1 
Figure 2. Belief network for the modified vacation-plan problem. 
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when healthy. 3 However, since exact conditional independence no longer 
holds, IB-MAP explanation is forced into the unintuitive xplanation of 
finding the "not healthy, stay at home" scenario as the best explanation. 
The instability problem shown above becomes particularly acute if the 
belief network is constructed using probabilities calculated from real 
statistical experiments. That can be done either by first constructing the 
topology of the network and experimenting to fill in the conditional 
probabilities, or by using a method such as in [4] or as in [14] to get the 
topology as well as the conditional probabilities directly from the experi- 
ments. In either case, even if exact independence exists in the real world, 
the conditional probabilities computed based on experiments are very 
unlikely to be exactly equal. In this paper the issue of "almost" indepen- 
dent cases is addressed, by relaxing the IB criterion in order to allow for 
approximate independence, while still using our irrelevance-based MAP 
framework (the &IB criterion). 
As for disjunctive assignments: allowing an arbitrary disjunctive assign- 
ment as an explanation is not desirable, as then the highest probability 
explanation is just a disjunction of all possible causes (see Section 3). 
However, disallowing disjunctive assignments altogether may lead to over- 
specification of the explanation, and to anomalies. Consider the following 
example (Figure 3). 
Jack is found at the train tracks (our evidence, which needs explaining). 
Suppose that there are two explanations for his being there: getting there 
3That is not the case if we tried to explain why Mr. Smith showed up dead, knowing that he 
was healthy, as there would then be a probability factor of 2 for showing up dead. 
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P(intend_to go) = 10 -8 
P(Kidnapped) = 2"10 -10 
~ P(,=y me=o~ I Int~_to-go~ = 001 
( kid . . . .  d ~ ( mpth~l  ~ P(No_method I Intend_to-go) = 0.01 
\ . . . .  r r - -  f f  \ . . . . .  ] P(Some_methocl I -Intend._togo) - 0 
~___ . . . . - . "  P(No_method, ~intend_to-go) ~ 1 
/ Some method = union of all methods except No method 
any method = any of the methods except No_method 
( at_tracks ~ P(AUtrackslKidnappedoranymethod)-I 
P(Attracks I anything else) ~ 0 
Figure 3. Train-tracks example network. 
of his own accord, or being kidnapped. For getting there intentionally, Jack 
may have used any one of 99 different methods (such as walking, taking a 
bus, etc.), all equally likely given that Jack intended to get to the tracks, for 
the sake of this example. The method variable is represented by a node 
with 100 possible values, one for each method, and one for not going by 
any method (for the case where he did not intend to go, or could not go for 
other reasons). Assume that the prior probability of getting kidnapped is
50 times less than that of intending to go. 
Since the IB condition does not hold at the at-tracks node given that 
kidnapping did not occur (nor does approximate independence hold), the 
system would prefer the kidnapping explanation. Intuitively, we should 
prefer the intend-to-go explanation, and should just ignore the method 
node, or state that Jack went to the train tracks by some (undetermined) 
method. Even if we use a weighted abduction system, as in [11, 2] the 
problem still remains. We noted in [24] that if we allowed the system to 
collapse all the methods into a single method, or equivalently allowed 
disjunctive (or generalized) assignments, the problem would go away. 
Actually, the method of selecting nodes with high posterior probabilities to 
be part of the explanation also happens to give the right answer, but we 
have already shown in [24, 23, 25] that the posterior-node-probabilities 
scheme is undesirable for other reasons (possible inconsistencies and 
irrelevant explanations). 
Disjunctive assignments in explanations are also useful for handling 
cases where there are multiple-valued variables, such that sets of values 
correspond to natural types of events in a taxonomic hierarchy. In this case 
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we might want to aggregate the values into a single value on the fly, if the 
need arises. 
Regardless of whether they make sense as abductive explanation 
schemes, both 6-IB and generalized IB explanations are useful for approx- 
imating marginal probabilities in Bayes networks. In [17, 16, 6, 12], marginal 
probabilities are approximated by anytime algorithms that enumerate 
high-probability explanations. With more probability mass in each explana- 
tion, fewer assignments are needed for a good approximation. Since both 
6-IB and generalized assignments have fewer assigned variables that IB 
assignments, each has more probability mass than a corresponding IB
assignment (which, in turn, has more mass than a corresponding complete 
assignment). Additionally, the proposed schemes may handle efficiently a
greater class of local independence structures: IB assignments can repre- 
sent noisy OR nodes efficiently, but generalized IB assignments may also be 
able to represent the more general noisy MAX nodes efficiently [18, 19]. 
In the next section, we use approximate independence to define irrele- 
vance, and explore the resulting explanation scheme--6-IB assignments 
and explanations. Properties of 6-IB independence-based assignments are 
discussed, as well as an algorithm for computing 6-IB explanations. We 
formally develop disjunctive assignments (which we also call generalized 
assignments) in Section 3, and use them to define generalized IB (GIB) 
assignments and explanations. GIB assignments are shown to have locality 
properties imilar to those that hold for IB assignments. An algorithm for 
implementing GIB explanation, based on the locality properties, is dis- 
cussed, followed by an evaluation GIB explanation, and suggestions ofhow 
to extend the formalism to handle 8-independence. 
2. EXPLANATION AND APPROXIMATE INDEPENDENCE 
In order to allow for "approximately" IB assignments we relax the 
independence constraint hat stands at the heart of the scheme. This 
allows us to leave a larger set of variables unassigned, hopefully ones that, 
although not independent, are still intuitively irrelevant. We need to 
achieve that without jeopardizing the performance with respect o consis- 
tency of the explanations, and still have a reasonable method for comput- 
ing such explanations. 
In what follows, we present 6-independence, a method of relaxing the 
exact independence riterion. 6-independence r laxes the independence 
requirement by requiring independence within a tolerance of 1 - 8, and 
considers a parent node relevant only if the statistical dependence is 
greater than the tolerance. 
We begin with a few definitions and notation, used throughout the rest 
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of this paper. An assignment ~' to a set of variables V, each variable 
v ~ V having domain D v, is a set of pairs (v, d), where v ~ V and d ~ Dr. 
If (v, d) ~¢,  we say that ~¢ assigns variable v the value d. We sometimes 
write v = d instead of (v, d) in an assignment. In our example, we might 
have an assignment 
= {at-tracks = T, method = walk}. 
is complete w.r.t. V if for every v ~ V there is a pair (v,d) ~¢ for 
some d, i.e., it assigns values to all of the variables. We call an assignment 
partial if it is not necessarily complete. 
We define span(~') to be the set of variables assigned by ~¢, i.e., 
span(~¢) = {vl3d (v, d) ~ sg A d ~ Dr}. For example, span(~) = {at- 
tracks, method}, s¢ is consistent if each variable in the span of the assign- 
ment is assigned a unique value, i.e., if (v, d), (v, d') ~ '  implies d = d'. 
An assignment ~¢ subsumes the assignment ~'  if it is a subset of ~'  
(written ~ c_~). Proper subsumption is used as a synonym for proper 
subset. ~¢ strictly subsumes ~'  if ~¢ ___~q~ and P (~)  > P(~').  Obviously, 
strict subsumption implies proper subsumption. For positive distributions, 
proper subsumption implies strict subsumption. 
Sometimes we need to refer to an assignment to only certain variables, 
possibly a subset of the span of some assignment. We denote such (partial) 
assignments with a subscript, the set of nodes in the partial assignment. 
Thus, for an assignment ~¢, 
~¢s = {(v, d)[(v, d) ~¢ A v ~ S}. 
We use the notation In(A, B I~)  to say that A is independent of B 
given the assignment ~,  where A and B can be assignments or sets of 
variables. In a probability equation, the appearance of a variable (or set of 
variables) stands for a set of equations, one for each possible assignment 
to the variable (or set of variables). For example, P(A I~)  = P(A) (where 
A is a set of variables and ~ is some assignment to a different set of 
variables) means that for every possible assignment ~¢ to the variables in 
A, e(~c'[~g') = P(~¢) holds. 
2.1. 6-1ndependence-Based Explanation--Definitions 
We start off by defining 8-independence, as a generalization of (exact) 
independence: 
DEFINITION 2.1 A is 6-independent orB given ~¢s (written Ins(A, Bid  s) 
for short), where A, B, and S are mutually disjoint sets of variables, iff for 
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~ 4 every assignment ~ ~ A, 
min e(~ls¢" s, ~)  >_ (1 - 6) max e(-~l~s, .~'). (2.1) 
Note that both the minimization and maximization terms are over all 
partial assignments (as well as all the complete assignments) to B. We 
expand the definition to include the case of A being a (possibly partial) 
assignment rather than a set of variables, by substituting A for _~ in the 
above equation. Likewise for the case of B being an assignment. This 
definition is parametric, i.e., 8 can vary between 0 and 1. 
If 6 is 0, Definition 2.1 is essentially equivalent to exact independence, 
as shown in the following theorem (proved in the Appendix): 
THEOREM 2.1 I f  the probability distribution is strictly positive and 8 = O, 
then Ins(A, Bl~gs) if and only if In(A, B[sgs). 
If the distribution is not strictly positive, some conditional probabilities 
may be undefined, and as a result the following proof fails "on a technical- 
ity". The theorem still holds if P(d  s, 8 )  ~ 0 for every .~ ~ ~n. 
We say that the 6-independence-based condition (6-IB condition) holds 
at a node v if v is 6-independent of its unassigned parents given the 
assignment to its assigned parents. FormallyS: 
DEFINITION 2.2 The 6-independence-based condition holds at node v ~ S 
w.r.t, assignments¢ s iff In~(~,,~, $+(v) -S[se'sn ~,,~). 
We define a 6-independence-based assignment as an assignment where 
the 6-IB condition holds at every node, i.e., each node is 6-independent of
its unassigned ancestors given its assigned parents. Formally: 
DEFINITION 2.3 Assignment s¢ s is 6-independence-based iff for every 
v ~ S, the 6-IB condition holds at v w.r.t, d s. 
Finally, we define 6-IB MAPs (or explanations) by substituting 6-IB 
assignments for IB assignments in the definition of IB-MAPs: 
DEFINITION 2.4 6-IB assignment xg s is a 6-independence-based MAP 
( 6-IB MAP) w.r.t, to evidence 8 ~ iff xg s is evidentially supported and 
subsumed by 8", and there is no other 6-IB assignment evidentially sup- 
ported and subsumed by 8" of greater probability given the evidence. 
4~:7 S iS used to denote the set of all complete assignments o node set S, and 9 s is used to 
denote the set of all partial assignments o node set S, throughout this paper. 
5We denote the parents (direct predecessors) of v by T(v), and the transitive closure of 
parents of v by $ +(v). 
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As in the case of IB MAPs, P(8"[~ s) = 1 whenever P(~s) ~ 0, because 
of the subsumption requirement in the definition. Thus, it is still sufficient 
to maximize P(~Cs), the prior probability, among all assignments hat are 
subsumed by g'. 
2.2. Properties of fi-IB Assignments 
6-IB assignments obey a locality property, similar to that of IB assign- 
ments: 
THEOgEM 2.2 If, fora node v in span(SOs), In~(s~{v}, $(v) - S[~¢sn r(v)) 
holds, then Ins(~v}, 1' +(v) - Slsgsn ~ (~)) holds as well. 
TrmonEM 2.3 If, for every v ~ S, In~(~o}, $(v) - Slsgsn t(~)), then ~¢s 
is a 6-independence-based assignment. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is in the appendix. Theorem 2.3 follows 
immediately from Theorem 2.2 and Definition 2.4. 
Unlike IB assignments, computing the exact probability of a 6-IB 
assignment seems to be hard (since we cannot simply use the product of 
node probabilities, as is done for IB assignments [24, 23, 25], and would 
need to find posterior probabilities of nonroot nodes). Fortunately, the 
following easily computable bound inequalities are always true: 
P(~s) < Pmax('~s) a__ I-I max P(~o~[~s, "-~), 
v~S "~t (v ) - s  
P(~Cs) >-Pmin("~'s ) _A 1-I min P(~}[ds,  ~). (2.2) 
v~S "~t (v ) -S  
These bounds get better as 6 approaches 0, as their ratio is at least 
(1 - ~)lsl. Although these bounds are not very good from a theoretical 
point of view, in practice they almost always suffice to distinguish the most 
probable assignment from the second most probable assignment. 
The upper bound is useful as an optimistic heuristic evaluation function, 
and we use it in our algorithm. The lower bound (together with the upper 
bound) is useful for comparing the probability of several 6-IB assignments, 
as shown in the next subsection. 
2.3. 8-IB MAP Algorithm 
An algorithm that uses best-first search is presented in what follows. The 
search space is that of partial assignments (not only 6-IB assignments), 
beginning with the assignment denoting the evidence, and concluding with 
a 6-IB assignment of maximum probability given the evidence. The next- 
state generator selects a node v and generates assignments that are 
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refinements of the current assignment, values to some parents of v. An 
outline of the algorithm appears in Figure 4, with the steps explained in 
the following paragraphs. 
We keep an agenda of states (where a state is an assignment, together 
with its heuristic value Ha), sorted (as a heap) in decreasing order of value. 
Initially, the evidence assignment is placed on the agenda, with a heuristic 
value of 1. We also keep a probability bound and a set of candidate 
solutions (&IB assignments), which is initially empty. The evaluation 
function for the algorithm, Ha, is the following product: 
Ha(sds) = l--I max P(~JSCs, ~) ,  (2.3) 
v~G "~(v) -s  
where G ___ S is the set of nodes that have already been expanded, or 
where the &IB happens to hold for other reasons (e.g. a root node). 
In the expansion step, we pick an unexpanded node of S, and generate a 
set of new assignments, one for each possible assignment to the parents of 
v that are maximal ~-IB hypercubes (defined ahead). These new assign- 
ments are evaluated and pushed onto the agenda. 
An assignment s¢ is a &IB hypercube if ~¢ is complete w.r.t, w and a set 
S __C_ $(w), and e(~w~lxds) is &independent of the nodes $(w) - S. For- 
Yes 
Post processing 
Queue evidence onto agenda 
F <- empty set 
Bound <- 0 I" 




B ou rKl<-max ( Boa nd,P .[nA) ) 
I 
Figure 4. The &IB MAP Algorithm. 
Ckanodev. Expand Aat  v 
all delta-lB hypercubes. 
aluate resulting assignments 
queue onto agenda. 
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mally, if 
Pmax -> P(~w}l~s, ~)  >-- Pmin, (2.4) 
where Pmin, the lower probability bound of the hypercube, and Pmax, the 
upper probability bound of the hypercube are defined as 
Pmin = min P(~w~lSes, ~)  
Pmax = max P(~w}l~¢ s ,~) ,  (2.5) 
~t(w)  s 
then z¢ is a 6-IB hypercube. 
When expanding a node, we expand by all maximal (w.r.t. subsumption) 
6-IB hypercubes: 
DEFINITION 2.5 A 6-IB hypercube ~¢ based on w is maximal if there does 
not exist a different 6-IB hypercube ~ based on w that subsumes ~g (i.e., ~¢ 
is maximal with respect o subsumption). 
The actual expansion of ~¢ is done as follows, for a node v and a 6-IB 
hypercube ,,~ that is consistent 6 with ~¢: simply let the new assignment 
~¢' = ~¢ u ,~.  
Testing whether an assignment is 6-IB is also simple: we just test the 
6-IB condition at each node (if the nodes are ordered, we only need to test 
the ones above the lowest unexpanded node). Upon finding a 6-IB assign- 
ment, we have to continue running, collecting successive 8-IB assignments 
into a set J .  We continue to do that until the highest minimal bound of all 
the assignments in 9- is greater than the maximal bound of all assignments 
not in J .  That guarantees that the highest-probability a-IB assignment is 
in ~. 
For example, suppose that we are given the belief network of Figure 2, 
with evidence 8 ~ = {Alive}. A trace of the algorithm run on this problem 
instance is given in Table 1. To make the table fit, we used the shorthand S 
for Stay at home, H for Healthy, A for Alive, and B for Bound. The line 
with Lj (location j) stands for 100 different low-probability (4 x 10 -5, 
listed as < in table) agenda items (one for each travel ocation), which we 
elected to omit for brevity. We also gave IDs to agenda states, and omitted 
the state Alive from the hypercubes in the table. The left-hand column is 
the step number, with 0 for the initial agenda item inserted. In each step, 
one agenda item is popped (the "Pop" column), and if it is not a 6-IB 
6Expanding by a hypercube that is inconsistent with the current assignment will give us a 
probability-0 event, so we can just ignore it. 
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Pop u Hypercubes Push, Comment ID Max Min 
/o A 
{A} I o 1 1 
{H} {A, H} 11 0.792 0.784 
{ -~ H, S} {A, ~ H, S} 12 0.144 0.144 
{H, S} {A, ~ H, S} 13 0.0792 0.0792 
{ ~ H, L i} {A, -~ H, L j} ILj < < 
I2 
I a I 1 is 6 - IB F = {I1}, B = 0.784 0.792 0.784 
0.144 0.144 12 is 6 -  IB max value < B 
assignment, one item per hypercube is added. In step 3 we pop a 6-IB 
assignment where Bound is greater than the current maximum probability 
of the state, and halt. 
After ~- is  stabilized, we need to find the best assignment in 5 r (the 
postprocessing step). To do that, we need to find the probability of each 
assignment. We do that by attaching special AND nodes to the belief 
network, one for each assignment. An AND node for assignment ~¢s is 
constructed so that it is a direct descendent of all the nodes in S, and is 
true iff 5g s holds. The network is then evaluated once, and the exact 
probabilities can be retrieved as the probability of these extra nodes, for 
all the assignments in j.7 
As an example of postprocessing, consider the network of Figure 5, 
ignoring the parts in dotted lines for the moment. Suppose that our 
evidence is {e = T}, and that there are two assignments in 
5g = {(e, T), (x, F), (y, T), (w, T)}, 
~'  = {(e, T), (x, T), (u, T)}. 
These two assignments could be in ~, because Pmax(5~ ¢) > Pmax( .~)> 
Pmin(5~), and both the Pmin values are greater than the Pmax of any other 
assignment. The evaluation of the exact probabilities of the assignments, 
P(5~) and P(~'), is done in parallel by adding the nodes and A and and B to 
7The postprocessing step may take exponential time, unfortunately, as this problem is 
NP-hard. Frequently, one explanation stands out as much more likely than the next best 
explanations. In these cases LSrl = 1 (as in the trace shown in Table 1), obviating the need for 
the postprocessing step. 




I i ".., ! 
i ! ,. 
i l  ! /  -. 
°~,.~ 
Figure 5. Postprocessing for ~-IB MAPs. 
the diagram, as shown in Figure 5 (dotted lines and circles), and A is a 
binary node with a conditional probability function as follows: 
=T)= [ !  i f{e= T ,x=F,y= T ,w=t} ,  
P ( and 4 
to otherwise. 
Clearly, and A is true if and only if the event ~¢ occurs, and thus P(and  A = 
T) = P(~¢). A similar construction for and B assures that P(and  B = T )  = 
P(~'). Evaluating the network computes the probabilities P(and  A = T )  
and P(and  B = T), as desired (even though, as we stated before, this may 
take exponential time). 
This algorithm is a variant of the algorithm for finding IB MAPs [22], 
achieved by modifying the concept of hypercubes, on which the IB-MAP 
algorithm is based, to allow for &IB assignments. There are only three 
minor changes required in the algorithm: 
1. The hypercubes we use for expansion are not IB hypercubes, but 
6-IB hypercubes: i.e., we require that the 6-independence ondition 
hold, rather than exact independence (IB hypercubes). This implies, 
naturally, that every IB hypercube is also a &IB hypercube. 
2. The evaluation function changes: we use the upper bound of Equa- 
tion (2.2) as an evaluation function. 
3. The completion of the algorithm is different. First, we test for an 
assignment being 6-IB, rather than IB. Second, when we have an 
assignment, we have to make sure that it is indeed of highest 
probability. The latter was guaranteed for the IB-MAP algorithm 
because the evaluation function was exact for IB assignments. We no 
longer have this property w.r.t. 6-IB assignments. 
The algorithm was implemented as an extra option in our LISP imple- 
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mentation of the IB-MAP algorithm, and tested on the same small 
problems. Runtimes are roughly equal, as is the number of expanded 
nodes. In most (8 out of 10) of the cases, the size of the set ~r was 1, 
obviating the need for the postprocessing step of the algorithm. 
2.4. 8-1B Explanation: Evaluation 
As can be  clearly seen, &IB-MAP explanation handles cases where 
nodes are irrelevant, even if the assignments are almost statistically 
independent of these nodes. In our modified vacation-planning example, 
the &IB MAP is {Alive, Healthy}, with a probability of approximately 0.8, 
for any 8 > 0.01. That is because Alive is &independent of the vacation 
location given Healthy, permitting {Alive, Healthy} to be a &IB assign- 
ment. Despite this advantage, a major drawback of &independence is that 
~5 has to be specified in a manner external to the network, and we would 
rather avoid that if at all possible. Also, we might like to be able to use a 
variable ~, for the following reason. 
Consider a network consisting of only two nodes, as in Figure 6. The 
evidence node is binary, and is known to be true. Node m has 1000 equally 
likely (a priori) states [as in Figure 6(a)]. The conditional probability of the 
evidence given that m = M i is 0.3 for all i > 1 and 0.1 for i = 1. Do we 
want to conclude that the explanation for the evidence is that m = m i, for 
some i > 2? Probably not, because the model where m = m i is a very 
low-probability model, given the evidence. In order to leave m unassigned 
2 when using &independence, we will need 8 > 3. Suppose, then, that we 
2 set ~ = 3. 
Let us now look at a slightly modified diagram, shown in Figure 6(b). 
Now m has only two states, equally likely, where P(E Im = M 2) = 0.5 and 
~ ~  P(m=M i ) = 0.001 
(1001 > i > 0) 
~ P(E I m=M 1 )=0.1 
P(EIm=M. ) 0.3 
1 
a) The  mul t ip le -va lued  node case 
~ P(m=M i ) = 0.5 
(i = 1,2) 
P(E I m=M )=1 
P(E I m=M 2 ) = 0.5 
b) The 2-valued node case 
Figure 6. Where &independence fails. 
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P(EIm = M 1) = 1. But 6-independence, with 8 = 2 3, will still leave m 
unassigned, whereas intuitively we would wish to assign m = M 1. A possi- 
ble solution is to make 8 dependent on the prior probabilities of the 
parent nodes, rather than be uniform over the entire network. In the 
example, picking 8 to be the sum of probabilities of all states of the parent 
node, except for the most likely state, will give us 6 = 0.999 in the first 
case, and 8 = 0.5 in the second case, resulting in the intuitively correct 
explanations. The detailed motivation for this idea is beyond the scope of 
this paper, and is partially addressed in [24]. 
As an alternative solution, we note that GIB explanation handles this 
problem instance correctly (see the end of the following section), without 
resorting to approximate independence at all. Nevertheless, in view of the 
fact that in automatically generated networks, sampling errors may cause 
fake dependence, it is still a good idea to use approximate independence, 
and to determine 8 from sampling-error boundaries on the data for each 
node. 
3. GENERALIZED ASSIGNMENTS AS EXPLANATIONS 
When forming an explanation, we need to decide whether certain events 
are part of the explanation. Numerous AI programs use a taxonomic 
hierarchy for representing event types (as well as other kinds of object 
types). One interesting question is that of the specificity of the explanation: 
should we prefer an event higher up the hierarchy (more general), or lower 
down (more specific)? 
3.1. Value Aggregation and Specificity 
A solution proposed by Goldman and Charniak for the WIMP natural- 
language-understanding program [1, 10] allows aggregation of node values 
into a single value. The kind of specificity that this scheme handles is 
specificity of event description w.r.t, some hierarchical knowledge base of 
events. For example, suppose that one event type is "shopping", and that 
there are events lower down in the hierarchy, "supermarket shopping", 
"liquor-store shopping", etc., that are subtypes of "shopping". In the 
belief-network representation, a multiple-valued node consisting of all 
possible events is used. Posterior probabilities are computed. If the proba- 
bilities of the individual subtypes of shopping events is low, one may still 
aggregate all these into a single value that corresponds to "shopping", and 
if that has a high probability, a decision on the shopping explanation can 
be made. In this example, the system selects a less specific explanation 
(less specific, at least, than a particular subtype of shopping), in order to 
get a high-probability explanation. 
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This scheme works only if the taxonomic hierarchy is a strict hierarchy, 
i.e., each object has only one parent and there are no "negative" links. We 
will assume that this is indeed the case, as is done in WIMP. This means 
that the is-a hierarchy does not  have multiple inheritance. The implication 
of this is that the number of possible aggregated values for a node with n 
possible values is at most 2n. 8 
We have seen in the introduction how allowing aggregation of node 
values can help us alleviate the overspecification problem. Rather than 
actually aggregating values into a single value, we elect to generalize 
assignments. Assignments can now assign a disjunction of values to a node 
or variable. The result will be the same as when aggregating node values 
into a single value. We do not want to allow any disjunction to be assigned, 
however. The disjunctions assigned should correspond to concepts, or to 
different events in our hierarchy of event types. The most general event is 
the event consisting of the complete sample space of the variable, which 
corresponds to the disjunction of all the values of a node. Assigning the 
disjunction of all possible values to a node is exactly equivalent o leaving 
it unassigned. Thus, we see that allowing the assignment of disjunctions to 
nodes in explanations is a generalization of independence-based explana- 
tions. 
We remain with the question: when do we allow a particular disjunction 
to be assigned to a node in a proposed explanation? The answer to this 
question is not at all obvious. For example, if we allowed any disjunction 
corresponding to a concept to be used every time, then all explanations 
would assign the most general disjunction (a disjunction of all the node's 
values) to each node. Essentially, this is equivalent o leaving all nonevi- 
dence nodes unassigned, which gives us the highest-probability assignment. 
This result is, however, an undesirable trivial explanation, which is com- 
pletely independent of our knowledge base. 
Instead, we propose the following criteria: First, the disjunction has to 
correspond to a preexisting concept. The reason for this assumption is that 
we want an explanation to consist only of natural events and concepts. This 
is equivalent o assuming that a set of allowable disjunctions is provided to 
the system. Second, we only assign a disjunction if the probability of the 
descendent nodes is statistically independent of which value (from the 
disjunction) we condition on. 
To get a picture of where this is leading us, consider the special case 
where the only higher-level concept is the "any event" concept. In this 
case, allowing the assigning of disjunctions under the above constraints is 
SThis number would be 2 n if multiple inheritance were allowed. But since this is a strict 
hierarchy, two concepts may not overlap unless one is a specialization of the other, which 
greatly decreases the number of concepts. 
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exactly equivalent to independence-based assignments. That is because the 
only allowed disjunctions are those with a single value, or those with all the 
values of a node. The second constraint forces us to assign the disjunction 
only if independence occurs, exactly as in the case of independence-based 
assignments. 
We will ignore in this paper the representation issue, and just assume 
that for each (multivalued) node, a set of all permissible disjunctive 
assignments i given, in some form. Thus, for each node v in the belief 
network, with a domain D~, the set of permissible disjunctions M~ is given, 
where My __. 2 or, as well as the set of all conditional probabilities of each 
permissible disjunctive assignment to v given the parents of v. In what 
follows, we will usually omit referring to M~, assuming its presence 
implicitly. 
One may argue that we do not need to introduce the first constraint and 
M~ at all. We could allow any disjunction, as long as the second constraint, 
that conditional independence must hold, is obeyed. In fact, this seems 
equivalent to an argument of the following form: we (as intelligent agents) 
construct our concepts from empirical data. Therefore, if (conditional) 
independence occurs, i.e., it does not matter which of a set of values is 
assigned, then we are justified in creating a new concept hat corresponds 
to that set of values. The latter argument seems reasonable, but the issue 
is beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it to say that our definitions 
require the existence of the set of allowable disjunctions M~, but if we 
decide that it is not needed, we can just set My = 2 D~ for every variable in 
the network, in which case the first constraint is always obeyed. 
3.2. Formal Definition of GIB Explanation 
We begin by formally defining disjunctive (or generalized) assignments. 
A disjunctive assignment ~¢ to a set of variables V is a set of pairs (v, D) 
where v ~ V and D c D v. Each variable is assigned a set of values, rather 
than just a single value. A generalized assignment is also a sample-space 
event, the union of the events comprising its member assignments. In some 
cases, we use the notation v=d 1 vd  2V . . .vd  k as a variant for 
(v, {dl, d2 . . . . .  dk}). In our example, we might have: 
g' = {at-tracks = T, method = take-taxi v walk}. 
For generalized assignment (G-assignment) ~¢, we define span(~¢) to be 
the set of variables assigned by ~¢, i.e., span(~') = {vl3D (v, D) ~"  A D 
c Dr}. Then span-(.a¢), the properspan of ~¢, is the set of variables v that 
are assigned a value set different from D v. Formally, 9 span-(~ ¢) = {vl3D 
9Since assigning D v to v does not restrict he possible values that v may have, we sometimes 
say that v is not "properly" assigned in this case. 
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(v, D) ~ d A D c Do}. A G-assignment is consistent if it assigns a unique, 
nonempty set to each variable in the span of the assignment, i.e., if for 
(v, D) ~¢ and (v, D') es¢  one has D = D' 4: ~. 
G-assignment 8 is more refined than G-assignment J~" (written 8 __c ~e') 
iff every value set assigned by ~ to each variable is a (nonstrict) superset 
of the value set assigned by 8 .  Formally: 
8 _c~' +-) [ (v ,D)  ~' - -+ 9D' (v ,D ' )  ~8 AD'  c_D]. 
Likewise, G-assignment 8 is strictly more refined than G-assignment d 
(written 8 c~)  iff every value set assigned by ~ to each variable is a 
(nonstrict) superset of the value set assigned by 8 ,  except for at least one 
variable, where the value set is a strict superset. 
An assignment ~¢ is included in a G-assignment 8 (written ~¢ ~ 8)  if 
for every node v assigned some value set D by 8 ,  the node is assigned a
value in D by ~¢. That is, (v ,D)  e8  --) [3d d ~D A (v ,d)  c~¢]. For 
example, both {at-tracks = T, method = take-taxi} and {at-tracks = T, 
method = walk} are included in ~'. 
As for assignments, we denote a G-assignment limited (restricted to a 
certain set of variables S by using S as a subscript. Thus, for a G-assign- 
ment ~¢ 
~s = {(v, D)l(v, D) ~¢ A v ~ S} 
DEFINITION 3.1 The generalized independence-based condition (GIB con- 
dition) holds at node v w.r.t. G-assignment d i f f  1° 
V8 _c~t(~) P(<v}18,+(o)) = P(~o}Id,(o)). 
Intuitively, the GIB condition holds at v if the conditional probability of 
v given the G-assignment ~'  to the parents of v is independent of the way 
we refine .a¢ w.r.t, the ancestors of v (i.e. independent of any further 
evidence coming from above). We proceed to define GIB assignments as 
assignments where the GIB condition holds at every node. Formally: 
DEFINITION 3.2 A generalized assignment ~s is GIB iff for every node 
v ~ S, the GIB condition holds. 
Finally, we define a GIB MAP as the most probable GIB assignment 
10 In the equation in the definition, ~v l  is ~ restricted to v, that is, the event of o being in 
one of the states assigned to v in the (disjunctive) assignment .~'. The conditioning event on 
the right-hand side is .~¢ restricted to the parents of v. Likewise, the conditioning event on 
the left-hand side is .~ restricted to the ancestors of v. The quantifier over .~ K~¢~ (L,) means 
that ~ '  ranges over all refinements to the assignment za¢ (restricted to parents of v). 
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where the evidence nodes are assigned correctly. Formally: 
DEFINITION 3.3 A generalized assignment ~s is a GIB MAP w.r.t. 
evidence ~ iff it is a maximum-probability GIB assignment such that d 
refines ~'. 
A GIB explanation is a compact GIB MAP, i.e., a GIB MAP without he 
pairs (v, D) such that D = D v. Such value-set assignment pairs contribute 
no information, and are thus excluded from the explanation. Note also that 
there it is sufficient to maximize the prior probability ~¢s (as defined 
above), rather than the conditional probability P(dlg') ,  as the evidence is 
constant for each problem instance, and P(N'ls¢) = 1. In our train-tracks 
example, the GIB MAP ~t" = {at-tracks = T, method = m 1 v m 2 v ... v 
m99 , intend-to-go = T} (where each m~ is one of the methods ~¢) is a GIB 
assignment because at-tracks is independent of the value of the "kid- 
napped" node, or of any further refinement o the assignment at the 
method node. It is the GIB MAP because it is the most probable amongst 
the GIB assignments hat have at-tracks = T, with a prior probability of 
approximately 10 -8. 
3.3. Properties of GIB Assignments 
The independence relations that underlie Bayesian belief networks 
induce certain locality properties on GIB assignments. These are useful for 
designing algorithms that compute GIB explanations. We begin by showing 
that the bounds on the conditional probability of a node can be obtained 
using the bounds of the conditional probability of local complete assign- 
ments, i.e., assignments o the parents (ignoring all the other ancestors): 
THEOREM 3.1 For positive distributions, the following equations hold: 
min P(~v) l~'r  +(o) = min P(~(v)l~), (3.1) 
~_cz~¢,(~) 2 e ~t (o,.,_~ &act (° 
max P(~(~)]~',+(~))= max P(~¢~(.)].~), (3.2) 
where ~ ranges over all the complete assignments o the parents of v 
that are included in ~¢, (v). For a proof, see the appendix. 
From these bounds (Theorem 3.1), and the definition of the GIB 
condition (Definition 3.1), it is easy to show that the GIB condition 
holds at a node if conditional independence holds locally: 
THEOREM 3.2 For positive distributions, the GIB condition holds at v 
w.r.t. G-assignment sg iff the following equations holds: 
min P(.a~{~}[~) = max P (~}[~) .  
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If ~¢ is a GIB assignment, hen its probability is a simple product, 
computable in time linear in Ispan(~¢)l. 
THEOREM 3.3 Let 5a¢ be a GIB assignment to a (positive distribution) 
Bayesian belief network. P ( J ) ,  the probability of ~¢, is the product 
e(~')  = I-I P(~L,}lw,(,,)). (3.3) 
v ~ span(~a{) 
This is an important property, as to compare quality of GIB explana- 
tions, we need to know their probability, and this theorem allows us to do 
so efficiently. See the appendix for a proof. 
Note that the restrictive to positive distributions in the theorems is only 
needed so as to ensure that all the conditional probabilities referred to (in 
the theorems and their proofs) are defined. Thus, as long the latter 
requirement holds, we do not need to restriction to positive distributions. 
3.4. Algorithm for GIB Explanation 
An algorithm that uses best-first search is presented in what follows. The 
search space is that of partial generalized assignments (not only GIB 
assignments), beginning with the assignment denoting the evidence, and 
concluding with a GIB assignment of maximum probability given the 
evidence. The next-state generator selects a node v and generates assign- 
ments that are refinements of the current assignment, by refining the 
assignment to the parents of v. 
The algorithm is also essentially a generalization of the algorithm for 
finding IB MAPs [22], achieved by generalizing the concept of hypercubes, 
on which the IB-MAP algorithm is based, to allow for disjunctive assign- 
ments. Generalized hypercubes are generalized assignments that assign 
permissible disjunctions to a node and its parents. 
DEFINITION 3.4 A generalized assignment ~ is a generalized hypercube 
(G-hypercube) based on node v iff span(~¢) = {v} u l"(v), and if w 
span(~¢) then ~'(w) ~ M w. 
We essentially assume that M w = Dw, so that the intersection of two 
value sets (assigned to a variable v by two different G-hypercubes) is
always a permissible value set for v in a G-hypercube. The latter require- 
ment may be satisfied by less restrictive assumptions, but this issue is 
beyond the scope of this paper. We define maximal generalized IB hyper- 
cubes, in a manner similar to &IB hypercubes. 
DEFINITION 3.5 A G-hypercube 5~¢ based on v is a GIB hypercube (based 
on v) iff the generalized IB condition holds at v w.r.t, o~¢. 
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DEFINITION 3.6 GIB hypercube dg based on v is maximal if it is minimal 
w.r.t, refinement on parents of v, i.e., there is no GIB hypercube ~ such 
that ~¢¢(v) c~'T¢~,) and sgttv} =,~'(D{v}. 
The algorithm is shown in Figure 7. The termination condition is that 
the GIB condition holds at every node (it is weaker than the IB condition). 
The GIB condition holds at every expanded node, so there is no need to 
check it explicitly for every node in the assignment. It is sufficient hat all 
nodes are expanded. 
States are partial G-assignments, augmented with a value (approximate 
probability) and an (integer) index of the node last expanded. The agenda 
is kept sorted (in a heap) by its approximate probability, which for each 
state ~ is determined by 
Pa(~¢) = 17 P(~o)l~ct(~)), 
uES 
where S is the set of nodes in ~¢ where the GIB condition holds. Theorem 
3.3 ensures that Pa is an admissible heuristic evaluation function, as it is 
correct for GIB assignments, and is optimistic for any other assignment in
the agenda. 
When picking a node, the algorithm selects the unexpanded node with 
smallest index in the assignment. Node indexing is such that each node has 
a smaller index than all of its ancestors. Clearly this can be done, as belief 
networks are DAGs. The ordering is not necessarily unique, and we just 
pick some such ordering. For each assignment, save the number of the 
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Figure 7. Computing GIB explanations. 
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To expand a node v, first check if the GIB condition holds at v. The 
condition holds vacuously for root nodes, Otherwise, if there exists a GIB 
hypercube ,,~ such that 5a¢, (v) _c,,~r (v) and ,'~(v) _c ~tv~, then the GIB condi- 
tion holds at v. Set last-expanded(~) to the index of v. If the GIB 
condition holds at v, we consider it expanded, so evaluate ~¢, and push it 
back into the agenda. 
Otherwise, select all maximal GIB hypercubes • that agree with 5~' on v 
and are refinements of ~¢ on the parents of v, i.e., such that Z~)  _cd~(~.) 
and ~)  = ~, .  For each such GIB hypercube, generate one new assign- 
ment ~'  as follows: ~ '  is a (minimally refined) refinement of both ~ and 
~.  This is done by looking at the assignment to each node w. If w is 
assigned by only one of the assignments a value set D, then (w, D) is in 
~'. Otherwise [if (w, D ~) ~"  and (w, D ~ c~ ~) for some D "~' and /Yr], 
then (w, D ~¢ n Dr )  is in ~.  Evaluate each such ~ generated above, and 
push it into the agenda. 
Table 2 is a trace of the GIB MAP algorithm with input the Bayes 
network of Figure 3, and evidence ~ = {at-tracks}. The table uses the 
shorthand A for At-tracks, S for Some-method (i.e. for m 1 v m 2 v .-. v 
m99) , N for No-method, K for Kidnapped, and I for Intend-to-go. Other 
conventions are as in Table 1. 
As to the complexity of the algorithm: finding abductive conclusions, as 
well as finding MAP assignments, is known to be NP-hard in the proposi- 
tional case [3, 26]. Thus, any algorithm may be exponential-time in the 
worst case, as indeed is the case for our algorithm. However, timing 
experiments made for the very similar IB-MAP algorithm suggest hat in 
practice the running time is reasonable. 
3.5. Evaluation of GIB-MAP Explanations 
We have shown that generalizing irrelevance-based explanations to 








Trace of the GIB-MAP Algorithm 
Hypercubes Push, Comment ID Value 
{A} I 0 1 
{A, F} {A, S} I1 1 
{A,K} {A,K} 12 2 × 10 -lc~ 
{A, -~ K, N} {A, -~ K, N} 13 0 
IS, I} {A,S,I} 14 10 -8 
{S, -~ I} {A, S, ~ I} 15 0 
14 is GIB 10 8 
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fication problem. We get the added bonus that the disjunction allows us to 
choose a less specific event (in a particular node) as long as it is irrelevant 
which even subtype occurred. It also alleviates some of the problems 
encountered by IB and &IB explanations, doing well in the train-tracks 
example and in the problem of Figure 6. In the latter example, the GIB 
MAP for the evidence {e = E} in Figure 6(a) is {e = E, m = M 2 V ... V 
M1000} with a probability of approximately 0.3, which makes sense intu- 
itively. In Figure 6(b) the GIB MAP is {e = E, m = MI}, which is also 
correct. 
However, it should not be hard to construct an abduction problem 
where GIB explanation fails but &IB explanation works. Nevertheless, it 
should be possible to combine &independence with generalized assign- 
ments as well, as follows: 
DEFINITION 3.7 The generalized &independence-based condition ( &GIB 
condition) holds at node v w.r.t. G-assignment 5g iff 
min P(~(~/l~'¢(v)) > (1 - 8) max P(d(~)[~',+(~)) 
Based on this definition, &GIB explanations can be defined analogously 
to the definition of GIB explanation, but using the &GIB condition 
instead of the GIB. Again, this is a parametric definition: with 6 = 0 (most 
restrictive), we get the GIB condition. With 8 = 1, the condition always 
holds. As in Section 2, the correct value for ~ is not obvious, and it may be 
desirable to choose its value on a per-node basis. That may be done, if the 
distributions are obtained from empirical data, by estimating the sampling 
error bounds. Alternatively, we may wish to bias ~ according to prior 
probabilities of the parents of v. 
As for properties of &GIB assignments, we believe that a variant of 
Theorem 3.2, which allows local checking of the &GIB condition, holds 
due to Theorem 3.1. It is clear that Theorem 3.3 does not hold for &GIB 
assignments, however. 
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
In this paper, we have examined the weaknesses of various explanation 
schemes, and considered several ways to overcome them. We have pro- 
posed methods that are more liberal in allowing nodes to remain unas- 
signed, as well as generalizing irrelevance-based xplanations by allowing 
disjunctive assignments. The methods proposed in this paper alleviate the 
instability problem that is a shortcoming of IB MAPs. 
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Locality properties of explanations in these explanation schemes were 
shown. Based on the locality properties, a best-first search algorithm for 
finding 6-IB MAPs and GIB MAPs was easy to define along the lines of an 
earlier algorithm, that for computing IB MAPs. It should be possible to 
show that the problem is naturally reducible to linear programming (with a 
0-1 solution requirement), as was done for IB MAPs in [25], which 
provides another possible algorithm for computing &IB MAPs and GIB 
MAPs. It would also be interesting to prove the locality property for 6-GIB 
assignments, and propose an algorithm for computing them, perhaps 
similar to the algorithm for 6-IB MAP computation, which uses bounds on 
the probability of a 8-IB assignment, rather than its exact probability. 
There remain two theoretical problems, however; both problems appear 
in all the systems we have surveyed here and in [24]. The first problem is 
that while irrelevance-based MAPs do not assign irrelevant nodes, it is 
possible for nodes to be assigned values with negative ffect on the 
evidence. This becomes possible if the prior probability of such an assign- 
ment is high. For example, consider Figure 6(b). Suppose that we modify 
the prior probability of m so that P(m = M 1) = 0.3 and P(m = M 2)  = 0.7. 
If we do that, then m is not irrelevant o e, whichever criterion we use 
(with &independence, assume some 6 < 0.5). As a result, the most proba- 
ble model given E is {E, m = Mz}. This seems reasonable, xcept when we 
note that this means that we are selecting m = M z as an explanation for 
E. Since assigning m = M 2 actually lowers the probability of E, it is hard 
to accept m = M 2 as an explanation of E. It may be possible to define a 
new scheme which leaves m unassigned in these cases, or perhaps elects 
the best assignment as in the 6-GIB MAPs, and then unassigns m in a 
second pass. It is not clear, however, whether this kind of solution would 
work well in the general case. 
The second problem is similar to the one presented in Figure 3. We 
handled the problem by allowing disjunctive assignments. Suppose, how- 
ever, that we deliberately muddle the representation by breaking the 
"method" node into 99 binary nodes, one for each method of travel. 
Obviously, disjunctive assignments of values to nodes will not solve the 
latter variant of the problem. Allowing a larger class of assignments may 
be useful, but it is unclear how we would characterize that class in a useful 
way. These problems are not trivial, but seem to occur rarely in practice. 
The solution of these problems is left for future research. Note, however, 
that neither of the above problems is relevant if explanations are used only 
as a vehicle for approximating marginal probabilities. 
As another issue for future research, it seems that using disjunctive 
assignments rather than single-value assignments may allow us to extend 
IB explanations to handle continuous random variables as well. Events in 
such a scheme would be ranges of such random variables over which 
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approximate conditional independence holds (i.e., intervals where the 
conditional density function is nearly constant). 
APPENDIX. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
We begin with a theorem stating that minimizing conditional probabili- 
ties where the conditioning event ranges over all possible partial assign- 
ments over a set of variables is equivalent o minimizing just over all 
complete assignments. A trivial corollary extends this to maximization, and 
to replacing some of the assignments by the respective variables in the 
equations. This result makes the proofs of some other theorems more 
readable. 
THEOREM A.1 Let ~,  ~qY be assignments, D be a set of variables, such 
that span(~¢), span(~),  and D are all disjoint. Then, for a positive 
distribution, 
min P(~¢I~', ~)  = min P(~cl~q~,-~). (A.1) 
Proof > : By definition, the nonstrictly partial assignments include all 
the complete assignments over the same set of variables (that is, W o g~9) .  
The minimum over a (setwise) smaller set cannot be less than the mini- 
mum over a larger set, and thus the minimum over the complete assign- 
ments is not smaller than the minimum over partial assignments. 
< : Let ~ ~O,  and for any such assignment .~ let I = span(~) and 
O = D - I. We can now write (conditioning) 
P(d l~,  -~) = ~ P(..~I..~, --~,,~r)P(Sr). (A.2) 
~-~% 
But since all complete assignments over a set of variables constitute a 
sample space, we have 
Y'. P(9-) = 1 (A.3) 
.~e~ o 
From Equations (A.2), (A.3) and the convexity theorem, we get 
max P(~cl~q~, -~,~-) > P(~¢I~', -~) > min P (d l~,  -~ , J ) .  (A.4) 
5r~% ~r~' o 
Note that ~ U 5r~ ~'o, irrespective of the selection of ~ ,Y .  Therefore, 
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Equation (A.4) implies 
max P(~¢1~',5 r) > P(~¢I~', ~)  > min P(~¢1~',9-), (A.5) 
because we are only adding items to the set over which the minimization 
(respectively, maximization) is done, and this can only further decrease the 
minimum (respectively, increase the maximum). Equation (A.4) holds for 
any .~ ~ -~D, and thus still holds if we replace .~ by the assignment which 
minimizes P(~¢I~', ~)  over the set ~D- Theorem A.1 now follows imme- 
diately. • 
COROLLARY 1 Similar arguments, based on Equation (A.5), imply that 
max P(~¢[~', ~)  = max P(s¢l~', ~) .  (A.6) 
~'E~D "~D 
COROLLARY 2 Theorem A.1 and Corollary 1 still hold when we replace 
assignment .~ by a set of variables A, or assignment ~ by a set of variables 
B, since this is just a shorthand stating that the equations hold for all 
possible assignments o variable sets A, B. 
THEOREM 2.1 I f  the probability distribution is strictly positive and 8 = O, 
then Ins(A, B id  s) if and only if In(A, Bl~s). 
Proof If 8 = 0, the &independence d finition becomes 
min e(Al~'s, ~q~) = max P(AI~Cs, ~) .  (A.7) 
That is because the 1 - 8 term drops out, and the minimum over a set is 
never strictly greater than the maximum over the same set. 
But the above equation holds iff all the terms P(AI~Cs, ~)  are equal 
(over the set of all ~q~  ~B). 
We recall that, for positive distribution, all conditional probabilities are 
defined, and, from the axioms of probability theory, 
P(AI~s) = ~_, P(AI.~,~es)P(~I~s).  (A.8) 
(~) :  If we have 0-independence, then all the terms on the left-hand side 
of the product in the summation above are equal and can be moved 
outside the summation; thus (with ~" an arbitrary assignment in ~B) 
P(AI~Cs) = P(Al~',S~'s) ~ P(~'l~Cs) (A.9) 
But the summation is now just the sum of probabilities of a sample space, 
and is equal to 1. Thus, P(A[~" s) = P(AI~,~Cs) for any ~' ~ ~'B. Due to 
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Theorem A.1, the equality also holds for any ~'  ~B"  Therefore, 
In(A, Bls¢ s) be definition. 
(~) :  If we have In(A, Bl~s), then P(AI~,~Cs)=P(AI~'s) for all 
~'  ~ ~n. Thus, all the P(AI~q~, sd s) terms are equal to each other, in which 
case their minimum is equal to their maximum, and we have 0-indepen- 
dence according to Equation (A.7). • 
The following is an auxiliary theorem on probability bounds. It states 
that to bound the probability of a node (given some parents), it is sufficient 
to bound the probability over all assignments to the parents, and there is 
no need to assign values to other ancestors. 
THEOREM A.2 For every assignment ~¢s to a belief network with positive 
distribution, the following conditions hold: 
min P(~,~[~'sn ,(o,  ~ ' )  = min P(~l l~Csn z(o) ,~) ,  
(A.10) 
max P(~o,l~sn ~, ) ,~)  = max P(~,[SJsn ,(v,,.@). 
~q~ t  (~)- s -'~ ~ t +(v)- S 
(A.11) 
Proof Noting that in Bayes nets, nodes are independent of their 
indirect ancestors given any complete assignment to their parents, we can 
rewrite the term minimized on the left-hand side of Equation (A.10) as 
P(~,) lds n ,(v), ~ ' )  = P(~v)IsCs n ~(~), ~)  (A.12) 
for any ~ ~ ~ +(~)-s such that ~'  ___~. Since Equation (A.12) holds for 
all the assignments ~ obeying this criterion, we can also rewrite the entire 
left-hand side of (A.10) as follows: 
min P(~,~l~Cs n ~ (~), ~' )  = min P(~}l~Cs n ~ (~), .@). (A.13) 
~C~' t  (~)-s ~@~ ~t  +(u)-s 
Now, since span(s~,)), span(~¢ s n ~ (o), and span(~)  are necessarily disjoint, 
Theorem A.1 implies 
rain P(s~(~)l~Cs n ~(~), ~)  = min P(s~v)[~Cs n ~ (v), -@)" (A.14) 
"@'~r  +(v)- s -~ ~-'~ ~ +(~,) s 
Equations (A.13) and (A.14) imply Equation (A.10). Symmetric arguments 
show that Equation (A.11) holds. • 
THEOREM 2.2 If, for a node v in span(~Cs), In~(s~(v~, T(c) - SIs*Csn ~) )  
holds, then I n~(~,  '~ +(c) - S[sCsn ~(~)) holds as well. 
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Proof The antecedent of the theorem implies 
min P(~(.ll.~'snz(.),~) > (1 - 6) max P(~. / I~ 'snz(L , ) ,2) .  
By using Theorem A.2, we can rewrite both sides of the equation to get 
min P(~.l[~sn ¢(.),~q~) > (1 - 6) max P(~.l]sJsn r(.),6/Y), 
which is equivalent to stating that Ina(~. / ,  T +(v) - SI~¢ s n T(.))" • 
THEOREM 3.1 For positive distributions, the following equations hold: 
min P(s~(. I[~',+(.))= min P (~. I [ .~) ,  (A.15) 
max P(~(./]~',+(.))  = max P(J(./]_~). (A.16) 
Proof We prove that the left-hand side of Equation (A.15) (LHS) is 
less than or equal to the right-hand side of Equation (RHS) and vice versa. 
A similar argument proves Equation (A.16). 
To prove LHS < RHS: We note that ~'  ranges over all refinements of 
~¢~(,). This includes the G-assignments where all the ancestors of v are 
assigned sets of cardinality 1. For each of these cases, we have a unique 
assignment J that is complete w.r.t, the ancestors of v such that .gr~ ~'. 
In Bayesian belief networks, a node is independent of any (indirect) 
ancestor given all of its parents, and thus we have, for the above cases, 11 
P (~¢(.11~' $ + (v ) )= P (~¢(.113-) = P(~t,/ I J~ (,)). (A.17) 
Now, since the RHS of Equation (A.15) minimizes P(.~(.ll_~) over 
complete assignments to the parents of v that are included in ~¢, and for 
every such .q~ there exists a G-assignment ~'  that includes exactly one 
(complete w.r.t, the ancestors of v) assignment .~-that is a refinement .~ 
such that Equation (A.17) holds, then the LHS minimizes over a set that 
includes all the cases which are minimized over by the RHS, and thus we 
get LHS _< RHS. 
nActually, this is known to hold only for a value assigned tov, not for a set of values as here. 
However, since 
P(s~lv)],~ ? +(v)) = ~ P(~C'[.~ $ +(v)) 
and the independence does hold for each d '  (since d '  assigns exactly one value to v), then 
it also holds for the entire sum. 
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To prove LHS > RHS: Let ~' be any G-assignment that is more refined 
than ~¢. Now, using conditioning, we can write 
P(a~{.}['-~t+(.)) = E P(a~M[.@)P(.@[~t+(.)). (A.18) 
But all ~ are disjoint and range over all the complete assignments 
included in ~t  +(.), and thus 
E P(~[~'t+(.)) = 1. 
Therefore, Equation (A.18) is a convex sum, and we have 
max P(~.}I-~) >-P(~.}I~',+<.)) >- min P(~.} I~) .  (A.19) 
Since ~ is a complete assignment to exactly all the ancestors of v, then 
v depends only on the assignment to its parents: 
Thus minimizing (or maximizing over all complete assignments o the 
ancestors of v is equivalent to minimizing (or maximizing, respectively) 
over all complete assignments o the parents of v, and thus 
max P (~.} I~)  > P(~t.}[~.~,÷(.,) >- min P(~MI~) .  (A.20) 
A.~' t ( .  ) A -~t  (.) 
Since ~' in Equation (A.20) is an arbitrary refinement of d ,  the 
equation holds for any such ~', in particular for the ~' that minimizes 
P(~.}I-~'r +(.)). Now, this particular ~' is more refined than .~', and thus 
includes a (setwise) smaller set of complete assignments o the parents of 
v than does ~¢, and thus 
min P(~.,I-~Ct+(.)) > min P(~t. , l~)  > min P(~.} I~) .  
(A.21) 
Equation (A.15) follows. Equation (A.16) likewise follows from Equation 
(A.20) (<)  and from Equation (A.17) (>). • 
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THEOREM 3.3 Let ~" be a GIB assignment to a (positive distribution) 
Bayesian belief network: P(~),  the probability of ~', is the product 
P(~¢) = 1-I P(~v)[~¢r (~)). (A.22) 
v ~ span(.~ ¢) 
Proof Assume without loss of generality, that ~¢ assigns ome value set 
to each and every node in the network. If this is not so, i.e. if there is some 
node v that is not assigned a value set, we may add (v, D~) to ~¢ without 
changing its probability. The GIB condition will hold vacuously for such 
nodes, as their conditional probability is 1. Later on, we may drop the 
terms for the unassigned nodes from the product, as all of them are 1. 
Let B, of cardinality n, be the set of nodes in the network. Define an 
integer index from 1 to n on B such that each node v i comes before all of 
its ancestors (where the subscript is the index). Clearly that is possible, as 
belief networks are directed acyclic graphs. Since the distribution is posi- 
tive, it can be represented as a product of conditional probabilities, as 
follows: 
n 
P(sd) = I-I P( J{J~%I,_> j> i)). (A.23) 
i=1  
It is sufficient o prove that for every n __ i >_ 1, the following equation 
holds: 
P(~{J~o,l,>-J>O) = P(~,)l~ct(v))" (A.24) 
We can separate out the nodes assigned by the conditioning term on the 
left-hand side of the above equation into parents of vi, and all the rest. As 
a shorthand, let F be the event that assigns the rest of the nodes, i.e., 
F =~ 'n > > i- --~- We are guaranteed that v i is not an ancestor of any / j l  -1  1 -~(  )" 
node in the conditioning term. Also, we can condition on the set of all 
assignments o the parents of v i that are included in ~t(~): 
P(dd{v,}l~v, ln~y>i}) = g P(d~{v,, l~Ct(v),~,F)P(~l~'t(v),F) • 
(A.25) 
But ~v,) is independent of any event (assignment or G-assignment) o 
any node that is not a (possibly indirect) descendent of v i, given an 
assignment that is complete w.r.t, the parents of v, and thus we can drop 
the conditioning on F from the left-hand term of the above equation. We 
can also drop the conditioning on ~¢T (v), because we are conditioning on 
~,  which is an event included in .a¢T (v). Also, because of the GIB condi- 
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tion, it does not matter which of the ~ we condition on, and can take the 
leftmost erm outside the summation. We are left with 
P(~i~ldt~,l,>_b>i}) = P(~(~,,)[-~') E P(~IdT(~,) ,F) ,  
(A.26) 
where ~ '  is some complete assignment to the parents of v that is 
included in ~¢~(v)- Thus, it is sufficient to show that the sum on the 
right-hand side of the above equation is 1. The latter holds, as follows: 
1 
P (~ l~t (v ) ,F )  ~ P (~IF )  = 1, (A.27) 
since we are summing over all the disjoint events ~ in event sC~(v), 
conditioned on dt(~) (and some other event F, but that does not affect 
the sum). • 
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